
Quotation of long range Laser photocell system

System design.

Near IR Long
Range photocell

Ritningsnummer Photocell Datum 2008 09 11

Comments. 
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Laser transmitter with telescope collimated 
beam giving a beam diametyer of less 
1 meter at 1000 meter distance.
Beam is near and invisible

Target 2x2 meter where the laser beam will
be visible when not interupted by a boat
This is just a white surface and it is not active

Camera looking at target surface
The camera see laser light if there
and not interupted by a ship

The camera have the function that it look at target surface. If Ok this is an even white dot from the laser beam.
If the beam disapear there must be a ship and the alarm is activated.
If a smaller mast of a ship pass by there will be a black shaddow moving over the target. This can be as narrow as a few 
CM and if so the camera see the shaddow and the software analyze and send an alarm

One side of  the area Transmitter side

Laser transmitter  in outdoor casing with tele optics for  max 1000 meter distance
Near IR operation at 808 nm wavelength
Beam diameter at 1000 meter distance less 1 meter 
Laser output 100 mW in a 100 mm diameter beam
Laser safety class  3R

Dimensions 200x200x400 mm
Input voltage  12 Volt AC max 4 A
IP 54 outdoor encapsulation
Stainless  steel encapsulation with integrated bracket.
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Other side of area receiver   side

We need a target area   that is a flat surface 2x2 meter in dimensions
It is preferable white painted and made in aluminium
This is preferable done by end user as transport costs a re very high
This is not included in the price.
*
5 meters from this surface we have the reciever unit

This is a CCD special camera with out door encapsulation.
Dimensions 200x200x400 mm
Input voltage 12 Volt AC max 4 A
IP 54 outdoor encapsulation
Stainless steel encapsulation with an integrated bracket.

Camera have an optics cowering 1,5x1,5meter
Here camera see the 1 meter beam even if it moves around caused of vibrations and 
optical air turbulence.
Beam is normally solid of there is no obstacle and camera see it is there
If a large target cuts the beam it disappears and camera see no beam and make alarm
If a smaller target spilt the beam you have 2 smaller beams with a gap in between and the 
camera see this and make an alarm.

Camera is connected to a processor making the  analyze of the image. This is fully 
automatic.
The alarm view of the camera is possible to see by an external camera as an option.

The micro processor unit   have  an own cabinet max 10 meter from the camera
Dimensions  are  300x400x150 mm and it is made in stainless steel with IP 54 out door 
encapsulation.

Output is 2 relays .  One say it is working and is closed when it is OK and open when 
there is a failure. The other relay is close when there is no object and open where there is 
a n object.

Advantages

This design reduces problems with lasers over longer ranges. Often  atmospheric   
turbulence makes beam moving and shaking. This design can handle this type of 
disturbances far better than normal systems with the detector looking into the beam. Air 
turbulence can sometimes be over 100 mm per 100 meter in distance . This design make 
s this problem solved  in an easy way.
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